Work was completed by highly qualified Professional Engineers meeting International Standards. All
completed work were guaranteed.

MEASAT Satellite Systems Sdn Bhd, Malaysia

The following test were performed :

Intelsat SSOG-210
Tracking Stability
G/T
Transmit and receive IFL VSWR
Return path and insertion loss measurement
An uplink & down link path gain/loss measurement
Waveguide pressure leakage test
Transmit and receive tests were conducted over three (3) frequency ranges (low, intermediate and high
frequency range).
The test results were then presented to MSS, and the necessary paperwork was signed off. The fully
detailed report with testing procedures, diagrams, calculations and results was then prepared and
submitted to MSS, along with all the refurbishment certificates.

In 2004, MEASAT Satellite Systems Sdn Bhd (MSS)
in Malaysia invited proposals to relocate five (5)
Vertex antennas from MEASAT Satellite Control
Centre (MSCC) located at Gunung Raya, Langkawi,
Malaysia to their new location, MEASAT Teleport
and Broadcast Centre (MTBC) at Cyberjaya,
near Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. It was awarded to
International Direct Broadcast Communication
(IDB), Sydney and project execution by SA Pacific
Sdn Bhd, Kuala Lumpur.

SA PACIFIC SDN BHD (479730-A)
No. 28, Jalan 5/38B, Taman Segambut (SPPK)
51200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel
: +603 - 6252 2213
Fax
: +603 - 6252 1210
Website : www.sapacific.com
e-mail
: thatch@sapacific.com

MEASAT has provided since 1996 reliable satellite
solutions to customers across the Asia-Pacific
region. With rights to 16 orbital slots around
the world, MEASAT today owns and operates

two satellites, MEASAT-1 (91.5ºE) and MEASAT-2
(148ºE), providing high quality C-band coverage
across South East Asia, into Greater China, South
Asia, Australia and the United States and soon to
be launched MEASAT-3. With satellites designed
to cut through the high tropical rainfall, these
satellites also provide DTH quality Ku-band
coverage into Malaysia, Indo China, Taiwan,
Indonesia, the Philippines and Australia.

PROJECT REPORT

The MEASAT relocation project was carried out
in three (3) phases :

PHASE 1 commenced in September 2004 and
completed in December 2004. This phase involves
the dismantling of two (2) C-band Vertex antennas,
8.1m and 11m located at the MSCC and installed at
MTBC. The installation works were carried out during
the construction of MTBC building with heavy rain
falls season.

PHASE 2 commenced in March 2005 and ended
in June 2005. This phase involves the dismantling
and installation of another two (2) C-band Vertex
antennas, 8.1m and 11m monopulse from MSCC to
MTBC. During this phase, the MTBC has just started
operation.

PHASE 3, the final phases commenced in August
2006 and completed within 3 weeks. This phase
involved the dismantling from MSCC and installation
at MTBC of 7.2m Ku-band Vertex antenna.

WORK PROCESS METHODOLOGY
Prior to dismantling, test was carried out using several frequencies as required by client,
i.e. transmit and receive gain test, pattern cut test, polarization discrimination test and
G/T test. This information were used for testing upon completion of antenna assembly.
Performance had improved in all antennas.
Please note that all testing and data were carried out by IDB without any input or
information from original manufacturer, Vertex.
Upon completion of testing witnessed by client’s representative, the dish was lifted down
using a 20 ton crane. As the access road to Gunung Raya is via elevated road, only 20 ton
crane could be used in this operation. For smaller dish, single crane was used, whereas for
bigger dish, two (2) cranes were used to bring down the dish prior to dismantling.
Markings were done on each joint to avoid and mis-match during assembly of antennas.
Then, these panels were removed carefully and packed to avoid any damage during landsea-land transportation. Due to the excellent packing method used, all panels were in
good condition. This was followed by dismantling of remaining antenna parts, including
kingpost, jackscrew and motors. Parts were loaded onto trailers. The same trailers were
then driven onto barges and driven straight to MTBC. Overall, it took about a day to
transport via land-sea-land from MSCC to MTBC. Strict safety procedures were used and
followed and there were no incidents or damages during transportation.
Upon arrival of these parts at MTBC, these dishes were re-assembled and cleaned using
high pressure jet to remove dirt, grease and moss from all antenna parts. This was
followed by painting works on antenna mounting structures. All ribs, stringers and
beams, kingpost and jack screw sleeve, motor housing and gearbox were painted, except
front of the dish.
While these works are on going at site, the jack screw and the motor gearbox were
serviced at a nearby workshop. All old grease, oil were removed and applied new grease
and lubrication oil, including new bearings and oil seals. In certain cases of burnt motor,
rewinding of motor was done at workshop.
Upon completion of painting, the kingpost was erected followed by lifting and
installation of dish. During Phase 1 and 2, ample work area was available parts. However,
during Phase 3, space and time was limited. The weight of dish is about 1.4 ton, however
we used 60 ton crane for boom length to reach the roof top. Then jackscrew and motors
and other parts were installed. This followed by pulling cables and waveguides complete
with termination. Grounding works were also done. Work was carried out successfully
without any downtime.
The reassembly process of the reflector consisted of: theodilite alignment of the panels,
pattern testing antenna, and adjustment of subreflector to optimise antenna gain and to
meet the required transmit patterns.
After completion of adjustment, it was on to the testing phase, commissioning and handover phase to the customer.
Testing and commissioning was done by IDB and witnessed by MSS’s engineers.

